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bodying the device covered by the first claim. It never went into
commercial use. ._
.Upon the question of infringement the must, in or-
Cler to obtain the summary relief demanded, satIsfy the court be-
yond a reasonable doubt. .". .
The claim covers "a female member made m two parts and It IS

conceded that if the claim be strictly construed and limited to two
parts the defendant does not infringe, for the reason that more
than 'two parts are actually assembled in the construction of its
button-hole member.
That the claim is susceptible of the construction contended for

by the defendant cannot be It is enough for present
motion that the court entertams doubt as to the proprIety of the
complainant's contention. For manifest reasons the court should
riot at this stage of the litigation extend the discussion beyond
the point necessary for the decision of the motion in hand.
The motion must be denied.

BUNDY MFG. CO. v. DETROIT TIME-REGISTER CO.
(01rcuiil Ceurt of Appeals, Sixth Circuit. May 2, 1899.)

No. 604.

1. PATENTS-INFRINGEMENT-JOINDER OF ELEMENTS.
One may not escape infringement by the mere joinder of two elements

into one integral part, if the united part effects the same results, in substan.
tially the same way. as the separate parts before the union.

2. SAME-'MECHANICAL EQUTVALENTS-WORKMEN'S TIME RECORDERS.
In a workman's time recorder, the Qlere substitution, for a turning key

having the workman's number on its ward, of a pushing key having such
number upon a fin, the function of each being to set in motion mechanism
which operate the impl'ession devices, is but the use ot a mechanical
equivalent,

8. SAME.
A patp-nt for a workman's time recorder, In which the printing is done

by pressing a recording strip lLgainst the type by a blow from an impression
hammer, is infringed by a mechanism in which> the type is pressed upon
the recording strip by pressure only. The two methods are mere mechan-
ical equivalents.

4. SAME-CONSTRUCTION OF PATENT.
To be entitled to the benefit of the doctrine of. equivalents, it is not es-

sential that the patent shall be for a pioneer invention in the broad sense
of that term. If the invention is one which marks a decided step in the
art, and has proved of value to the public, the patentee will be entitled to
the benefit of the rule of equivalents, though not in so liberal a degree as
if his invention were of a primary character.

5. SAKE-MERITORIOUSNESS OF INVE1\TION.
The meritoriousness of an improvement depends-First, upon the extent

to which. the former art taught or suggested the step taken; and. second,
upon the advance- made In the usefulness of the ma"bine as improved.

6. SAHE-,EsTOPPEL BY .ACCEPTING ACTION OF PATEK1' OFFICE.
To be estopped by the action of the patem. office, the patentee must lie

shown to have surrendered something whicb he now claims in order to
obtain that which was allowed.
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7. SAME-WORKMEN'S TIME RECORDERS.
The Bundy patent, No. 452,894, ror a workman's nme recorder, con-

strued, and held infringed as to claims 3 and 4 by the time recorder of the
Watson patent, No. 515,805.

8. SAME.
The Bauer patent, No. 305,882, for a watchman's time detector, con-

strued. limited, and held not infringed as to claim 4 by the time recorder or
the Watbvll Patent, No. 515,805.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of the United States for the Eastern
District of Michigan.
Alan D. Kenyon and Wm. Houston Kenyon, for appellant
James Whittemore, for appellee.
Before TAFT and LURTON, Circuit Judges, and CLARK, District

Judge..

LURTON, Circuit Judge. This is a bill to restrain infringement
of the third and fourth claims of patent No. 452,894, of May 26, 1891,
to W. L. Bundy, for a workman's time recorder; and also the fourth
claim of patent No. 305,882, of September 30, 1884, to 'V. Bauer, for
a watchman's time detector. The defendant is a corporation known
as the Detroit Time-Register Company, and is engaged in making and
selling a workman's time recorder, under a patent to N. M. 'Vatson,
No. 515,805, of March 6, 1894. Bundy's invention relates to time-
recording mechanism actuated directly by a clock, and connections
with a clock, by which the time of the arrival or departure of work-
men, clerks, or other employes may be recorded by the employeB
themselves. His specifications state that his object is "to pwvide a
mechanism by which each workman or employe'in a shop or factory,
or the like, will, by his own act, accurately record the time of his
arrival or departure, thereby preventing all disputes, each workman
having his own key, and being known by an arbitrary number, which
is embossed upon the ·bit of the key, and, upon its being inserted and
turned, will present the embossed number in alignment with the
numbers upon the hour and minute recording wheels, and through
the agency of a hammer and pad thereon, actuated by the key, and a
ribbon and strip of paper in proper juxtaposition the hour, minute,
and the number of the key will be printed upon the paper, and a feed
mechanism will shift the paper and ribbon a fixed space, ready for
the operation of the printing mechanism by the next workman and
the recording of his time and the number of his key, as before. Then
the 'time' of each workman is made up from the paper strip, crediting
each one with the time between his arrival and departure, whether it
be full time or only a part thereof." The claims which are here in-
volved are as follows:
"(3) A eloek movement and hour and minute recording wheels, synchronous

meehanism actuating said Wheels, a key provided with a bit earrying numbers,
brought into alignment with the hour and minute wheels by the turning of the
key, a recording strip, and an impression hammer, in combination as set forth.
(4) A clock movement, hour and minute recording wheels, synchronous mech-
anism actuating said wheels, a key provided with a bit carrying numbers
brought into alignment with the hour and minute wheels by turning of the key,
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a ward upon the key, a recording strip, and an impression hammer operated:,
by mechanism actuated by the wardol said key as it Is1:urned, in combination
as set forth."

The patentee does not claim any novelty in any 'of the parts or ele-
ments of his combination. The claims involved are distinctly for
the union orcombinatioIibf all the elements arranged and combined
together so as to accomplish a given result, in the manner described.
NeUber does thecompla;inant the structure of the defend-
ant includes the precise mechanism described in the specifications of
his patent, nor that elements. combined. to produce the. results
attained are identiCally the in the patent to
Bundy. What is claimed is this: . That both the elements and ac-
tuating mechanism found -in the structure 'of the defendant are me-
chanical equivalents for those found in the Bundy machine, and that
they are combined in substantially the same way, so that the mechan-
ical equivalent for each elementperforms substantially the same func-
tion of thecdrrespondingelement in the complainant's machine; and
that the differences between the 'elements combined in the two ma-
chines, and in the mode of .arrangement" are merely colorable accord-
ing to the rule forbidding the, use of known equivalents.
The learned judge who decided this case in the circuit court, after

an elaborate consideration of the claims of the Bundy patentin the
light of the histol'Y olthe art and 'of .the occurrences in the patent
office, reacl:ledthe conclusion that .the Bundy patent was not entitled
to a liberal 'constl'uction, nor to the benefit of the doctrine of. equiva-
lents,but was limited to the specific device described and claimed
by him, and that, thus construed, I the defendant's struchil'e did not
infringe. In this interpl'etationof invention we are unable
to agree. Our inability to agree with the conclusions of the circuit
court results from the view we take ofthe· meritoriousness of Bundy's
combination in producing a simple ,and accurate time recorder, capa-
ble of being by a very large. numbel' of workmen in rapid
succession, and without danger of confusion or error. The results at-
tained by him were such as to distinctly mark the line between suc-
cess and failure, and the rapid occupation of the field by his inven-
tion serves as evidence that the public for the first time realized that
in his time recorder had been found a practical structure, which ac-
complished accurately and simply what no previous invention would
do. It is manifest from the conditions under which such a mechanism
must be operated, as well as from the results sought by its use, that
to be efficient it must be capable of correctly recording in rapid suc-
cession, not only the time of al'riv!tl or departure, but some number
or mark by which each of an indefinite number of employes may be
distinguished from all of his associates in connection with the record
of his time. But this record must be one which can be automatically
made by the machine when set in motion by the workman. This con-
dition makes it of the highest importance to the usefulness of the
.recorder that the act to be done by the workman shall be single
and simple, so. simple that employes of every grade of. intelligence
shall be capable of operating the machine without liability of mistake
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in the record or injury to the machine. This was the problem which
required solution in order to produce a practical time recorder, and
this problem is fully met in the invention of Bundy. But it is said
that, if the claims of his patent are so broadly construed as to give
him the benefit of a liberal application of the rule of equivalents, it
will be found that he was anticipated; and for the purpose of limit-
ing Bundy to the precise structure described by him the defendantB
have gone very deeply into the so-called "history of the art." For
this purpose a series of patents for watchman's clocks have been intro-
duced, including the following: J. E. Buerk, August 25, 1865; An-
ton Myers, No. 117,442, of 1871; L. Aldridge, of 1875; W.Imhauser,
of 1876; and W. Bauer, No. 305,882. The general nature of the rna·
chines represented by the patents referred to, and their uses is! fully
discussed and explained in Imhauser v. Buerk, 101 U.S. 647. The
learned counsel for defendant, in his brief, thus describes these clocks,
and the limitation upon their usefulness, by saying:
"In all these watchman clocks, however, the I'e{:ording strip was moved by

the clock, and was synchronized therewith, so that were not adapted to
be used by a large number of watchmen in quiek succession, because if so
m;ed, they would print in the same place; but were rather intended for use by
one or a few watchmen at different intervals of time. In other words, there
was no paper feed after each operation."
It is true that in a patent to B. Bocklin, No. 199,181, for a tell-

tale clock, there is found a feeding device by which the recording
strip is fed forward with each operation. But Bocklin's invention,
though embod,ying hour and minute recording wheels, synchronized
with a clock, and a recording strip carried forward with each
operation of the machine, was in fact intended only for use by
watchmen who might record thereon the time of call at the station.
There was no way by which the machine could be used by more
than a very few watchmen, because no means for identifying a
large number of employes was included in the invention. The
problem was a distinct one. A watchman's clock, to be used by one
or two or three watchmen, or possibly as high as seven, was well
known. ButsU!ch machines were not adapted for use as time re-
corders for an, indefinite number of records made in quick succes-
sion. The evolution of a practical workman's time recorder out
of the improved watchman's clock of either Bauer or Bocklin re-
quired the discovery .and application of mechanism by means of
which each of an indefinite of employes of varying de-
grees of intelligence and care might, by a single and simple act,
identify himself in association with a record of the exact tilhe of
doing that act. This involved invention. This is just what Bundy
was the first to do, in a way which met all the conditions requisite
to a time recorder which should rapidly, accurately, and without
danger of mistake keep the time for a great number of men, who
might arrive or depart in quick suC'cession. A number of others
sought to accomplish this end before Bundy made the .invention
now involved. Those which are regarded as the closest anticipa-
tions arethe patents of Lane & Hill,;No. 210,788, dated December,
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1878; :0.S. Haskell, No. 319,092, dated June 2, 1865; W. L. Bundy,
No. 393,205, dated November, 1888; and of A. Dey, No. 411,586,
dated September 24, 1889. The patent in suit to W. L. Bundy
follows all of these, and is dated May 26, 1891. That which is
the closest approximation to Bundy's patent is also the first in time
of those mentioned, being the patent to Lane & Hill. This structure
is shown in Figs. 1 to 7, inclusive, set out below.
It co»tains, like.all patents for time recorders; a clock movement,

hour and minute recording wheels, hand m, synchronous mechan-
ism for actuating these wheels, a movable recording strip, i, and
impression mechanism for pressing type on the recording wheels,
hand J;l1, and upon the end of the so-called "key," q, against the
recording strip which runs between the type upon the registering
time wheels, and the type recording the workman's number carried
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on the end of the key, q. No inking ribbon is used, the record
being embossed. The so-called "key," q, is not a key in any true
sense, inasmuch as it does not set in motion or actuate any mech-
anism whatever. It is properly an elongated type, the type being
carried on its inner head, 8. The type carried in this way repre-
sents the number distinguishing the workman carrying and using
the particular key. This key is inserted in a slot in the plunger,r, in a sleeve, s, as shown in Fig. 2. The fin, 10, shown on the key
in Fig. 2, performs no function in operating the mechanism, and
serves only to keep the key in an upright position. This machine
is operated by inserting the key, 9, in the plunger, r, and then
grasping and turning the handle, v, shown in Fig. 1. The fin, 10,
is notched, as shown by 11 in Fig. 2, "as is also the shank of the
plunger, 1', to permit the cam, t, or an arm or toe on the shaft, u,

94 F.-34
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when turned by the workman seizing the handle, v, to descend into
an opening in the sleeve, s, and act against the shoulders of the
key and of the plunger, force the key, plunger. and pad forward,
and press the strip, i, against the registers, h, m, and emboss or im-
print upon the strip the hour and minute of the day at which the
movement took place. The head, 8, acts against the bed, w, placed
opposite it, behind the strip, so that with each record of hours
and minutes there also appears a letter, character or number to
designate a person." This embossing, it will be noticed, occurs
on both sides of the recording strip; that is, the number carried on
the workman's key is embossed on one side, while the figures
representing time are embossed upon the opposite side. This
invention was never put into practical use, none being ever sold
or made for purposes of sale. The mechanism of the Lane & Hill
device is put in motion, not by the operation of any key, but by
the handle, v. The key is merely aJ1. elongated type, and performs
no function except to into proper p,osition the type on its
end, and to act in conjunction with the plunger into which it is
inserted as a part of the impression' mechanism by which the em-
bossing is done. The handle, v, actuates the mechanism for feed-
ing forward the recording stripa.s well as the impression mech-
anism by which the printing is dope. The defect in this device
as a practical workman's time recorder is that its. operation re-
qUiresitwo.entirely distinct by the workman: First,
he inust insert the key in the slifl: :of the plunger far enough for
the caw;t, to engage the notch,'l1; and, ;second, he must grasp
and turn thQ handle, v, with the requisite f()rce to press thepltm-
gel' forward and do the 'work of .l;lmbossing. The necessity for
doing two distinct things'is in itself'most objectionable in a device
of this kind. The mechanism w,a$ liaple to injury if the .key is not
inserted far epough to tliecam to engage the key in its
notch, and wa,s liable to jammed in the plunger.
force, likely-when men are cro-tvding and indifferent,
applied to th.eorank handle, is likely to result in iJijury to the
crank by' loosening or detaching the .. handle from the shaft. All
of these defects are pointed out by experts, in addition to the fact
that the operatton of machine is necessarily much slower than,
that of one requiring o,nly one simple act by the operator. This in-
ven.tion was never put.into pracFca1 use, none having ever been
made for the market· "'. . t I

The Haskellpatent il'lwholly unlike the Bundy in material respects.
Haskell attempted to solve the problem of the workmen
by,requiring them ,to -yvritetheir names or numbers upon the paper
strip and then to print the time by revolving ,a handle. ,The Bundy'
patent .1888 undertook to accomplish the desired result by placing
numbers repl'esentingthe different employes upon called "0p-
erators' wheels" within the casing of the clock. The W'orkman'll
number is brought into alignment with the type upon the time-re-
cording wheels by lugs upon the key of different shapes and lengths,
operating a complicated and delicate mechanism to move the
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operator's type wheel. . The intricacy and delicacyof'the mechanism
necessary to bring the particularnumber desired into alignment was
such as to make the machine unreliable; and of rio. practical value
whatever. It was but a toy machine, (.lnd.was worthless for actual
use. The Dey machine was another which placed the workman's
number upon an operator's type wheel inside the machine. These

.. wheels were connected with indicators on certain index plates on the
face of the recorder. The workman was first required to turn the
indicator opposite to tbe desired numl,Jer on the index plate, which
brought the corresponding number on the operator's type wheel into
alignment with the type:recording wheels. Then the workman is
required;to pull down a lever which sets in motion the mechanism
which does the printing, and feeds forward the strip and inking rib-
bon. This constituted the state of the art when Bundy made the
invention covered by his patent of 1891. There was no practical
operative machine which fully met the conditions incident to the
successful use of such a recorder, where both simplicity and accuracy
were essentials to usefulness.
The Bundy time recorder is a structure which automatically re-

cords upon a movable recording strip the time of the arrival and
departure of employes, and, opposite the time, records the individual
mark or number distinguishing the different workmen, so that the
precise time of the arrival of each workman is distinctly recorded.
Each workman is furnished with a key, upon a bit or ward of which
is a number in type, by which the particular wGrkman is distinguished.
The record is made by the simple operation of inserting and turning
the key. The recording strip of the claims is a movable strip fed
forward with each turning of the key, and with this strip the inking
ribbon is also carried. The single and simple operation of turning
the key not only brings the type printing the wGrkman's number
into alignment with the type on the time recording wheels, but by
the same operation the ward of the key sets in motion mechanism
within the machine by which the recording strip and inking ribbon
are fed forward, and also actuates suitable impression mechanism
by which the type carried on another ward of the key for printing
the workman's number and the type upon the time-recording wheels
for printing the time indicated by the clock, are brought into con-
tact with the inking ribbon and recording strip and a printed record
made. The very essence of this invention lies in Bundy's key and
its functions, for by the simple and easy operation of that key the
work of aligning, printing, and feeding is done. This structure is
sufficiently illustrated by Figs. 1, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, and 12 of the draw-
ings of the patent, which are set out on following pages.
Fig. 1 is a front elevation of a clock, having its front broken away

to show the recording mechanism. Fig. 3 is a side elevation of the
recording mechanism, showing the impression hammer and helve
in partly dotted lines. Fig. 4 is a top plan of the hour and minute
recording wheels, 10 and 11, the mechanism for actuating them,
inserted and turned into position in alignment with these wheels,
ready for the making of the impression, as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 7
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is a side elevation of Bundy's key, showing an arbitrary number on
the so-called "bit," 21. 5 is a soctional elevation of the recording
mechanism, the front l:>eipg and the hour and minute wheels
and the means for actua1;j,ngtbembeihg off, and showing in
dotted. lines the '¥lsumed helve, their
operatmg mechamsm,wnen a key IS turned, and Just at the mstant
when the hammer is to be released by a. slight, further move-
ment of the key. Fig,;t.O isa fl'ont elevatidn of the key locking
pawl, the parallel bars the shaft to which said
bars are secured. Fig. 11 isa sideelevationot the pawl detached.
Fig. 12 shows the key turned'iA'tJIe key holder, and the hammer
in the act of making an impressioJ;l.' <". q' •
Defendant's mechanism, like thl:J;t.ofcomplainant's, consists of two

parts,-a large clock case, conUlinin,gi clock ,works, and a smaller
machine within the ,Three drawings found below repre-
sent correctly the mechanism in the, time recording ap-
paratus carried within the clock frame, and show all the material
parts of the except the clock movement. These drawings
are.as follows:· '.
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The following are the material parts shown by these drawings:
First. Hour and minute recording wheels, F and G, with type upon
their peripheries represl:mting the hours and minutes. Second. Syn-
chronOlli3 mechanism between the clock movement, not shown, and the
time-recording wheels, F and G, by which these wheels are actuated.
Third. A recording strip, V, and an inking ribbon, W, which are fed
forward by operation .of the key each. time it is inserted and pushed.
Fourth. An impression mechanism consisting of the key, 0, the arms,
E, e, rocking bar, e,wheels, F and G, and the printing cushions,
'f, t. Fifth. 'fhe key, C, carrying the workman's number on its end,
and having a fin or projection, c, on one side, as shown in Fig. 2.
This key is inserted in keyhole, B, and is then plli3hed inward as far
as it will go. This inward thrust of the key brings the workman's
number on the key into alignment with the type upon the recording
wheels, F and G. The same inward thrust causes the fin or ward,
0, to strike arm, E, of rockill,g bar, e', and depresses it. Arm, e,
being fixedly secured to rocking bar, e', is also depressed. In its
downward course, arm, e, strikes against hour wheel; F, fOl'dng it
and the minute recording wheel, G, downward. The downward
pressure upon the type-recording wheels being simultaneous with the
thrust of the key, the workman's number and the type upon the
time wheels are simultaneously pressed against the recording strip
and inking ribbon and printing cushions, '1', t, and effect the printing
by force of the inward thrust given the key by the oPerator. The
printing of the workman's number is done independently of the
mechanism by which the type on the time wheels are made to print.
The stem of the key, when pushed in, passes by the rim of the outer
wheel until it strikes with its end against the recording strip and
inking ribbon on the printing table or cushion, T. Were it not for
the engagement by the projecting fin or ward of the key with the arm,
E, the workman's would alone be embossed or printed.
The function of the fin, e, is, through connecting mechanism, to carry
down the wheels, F and G, endwise, and press them against the saine
cushion simultaneously with the number on the end of the key.
"Thus the key," says Mr. Barthel, the expert for defendant, "in de-
fendant's machine not only makes the imprint of its own number by
the pressure of the hand, but it also presses the hour and minute
wheels against the strip and printing table to produce a
record of the time in connection with that of the key." The pressure
upon the key by the hand of the operator is, however, applied to the
time-recording wheels only through the rock shaft and arms, E, e,
for the key does not come ipto direct contact with those wheels.
The force of the inward. thrust of the key is transmitted
to the recording wheels by the interposition of the rock shaft and its
arms, with which the fin or ward of the key engages as it is thrust
inward. But the defendant contends that, although its structure
greatly resembles that of the complainant, yet they do not infringe,
for the following reasons: (1) Because defendant does not use a
turning key; (2) defendant does not use a key which carries a num·
bel' on its bit; (3) defendant does not use an impression hammer.
It is true that defendant does not use a turning key. It has sub-
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stituted for a turning key one which, instead of turning, performs the
same functions by an inward thrust. The so-called "fin" is the equiv·
alent of the ward upon Bundy's key. It does the same work by a
thrust, wpich, in Bundy's machine, is done by turning. The ward
or projection in each engages with other mechanism, and transmits
motion or sets other mechanism in motion. The defendant's key
carries the workman's number upon the end of its stem, instead of
upon a projecting piece of metal upon the side of its stem. The so-
called "bit" of the complainant serves no other purpose than to carry
the number so that, when the key is operated, the number will be
in alignment with the time-recording wheels. The "bit" does not
set in motion any other mechanism, and performs no function that is
not performed by the end of the stem of defendant's key. The most
insistent contention of the defendant is that it does not use the
"impression hammer" of the Bundy patent. The fourth claim of the
Bundy patent includes as an element "an impression hammer, opel"
ated by mechanism actuated by the ward of said key as it is turned."
The contention is that Bundy is limited to an impression hammer
operated by mechanism set in motion by the ward of a turning key,
and that it is open to another to substitute for an impression ham-
mer a different impression mechanism, and that it (the defendant)
neither uses a hammer nor is its impression mechanism operated by
mechanism actuated by the ward of a key "as it is turned." The dif·
ference between the two methods of printing is only this: First.
Bundy prints by pre8Sing his recording strip against the type, while
defendant prints by pressing the type down upon the recording
strip. That the printing is done by a blow delivered by Bundy's
"hammer," and by pressure only in the device of defendant, is not
material. Both methods of printinll: were well known, and one is
the full equivalent of the other. The difference between the two
methods is at last but of degree in force used. Both produce the
contact necessary to make an impression. Second. The mechanism
which operates the impression mechanism in Bundy's device is set
in motion by a fin, ward, or projection of a key as it is thrust in-
ward hy the hand of the operator. The downward movement of the
type-carrying recording wheels is transmitted to them through de-
fendant's rock shaft and its arms which are engaged by the fin of its
ke;y as it is pushed in. It is true that this transmitted power only
operates to print the hour and minute of the operation from the type
carried by the type-recording wheels, for the number carried upon
the stem of the operator's key is impressed upon the recording strip
only as a result of the direct pressure of the operator's hand in push·
ing against the key. 80 far as the printing of the workman's num-
ber is done without the interposition of any other mechanism, the
defendant possibly does not infringe. But so far as the key gives
motion to other parts by which printing is done there is infringement,
for to that extent defendant does use an impression mechanism ac-
tuated by the operation of the key. The complete impre8Sion mech-
anism of the defendant consists in the time-recording wheels, the
rock shaft and its arms, E, e, and the key, C. The function of the
impression hammer of the Bundy patent is to print upon the record-
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ing strip the number of the workman and the time of the operaHon,;
and thistt'does by pressing together the recording strip, inkii,lg'ribMi1,'
and type. To produce this work, the impression mechanism is ac-
tuated by the key. ,The function of those parts of defendant's mech-
anism which have been substituted f<;lr Bundy's hammer"
is to do precisely the same thing by pres,s'ing together the strip, the
inking ribbon, and the type". One presses the strip down upon the
type, and the other presses the type down 1J.pon the strip. The in-
strumelltalitiesby which the type and' the paper are brought to-
getherare actuated in both cases by the in the hands of the oper-
ator. " III, one case power is started by turning the key, and in the
other by pushing against the key; but in both instanGes intervening
mechanislll is engaged and set in motion by metal projections upon
the key. That the recording wheels constitute a part of the defend-
ant's illlpressi()n mechanism is hot, in this case, material. One may
not' escape infringement by the merejoinder of two elements into
one part. '. If the llnited part effects the same results, in
substa11tially the same way as the separate parts before the union,the change is colorable. McDon,ald v. Whitney, 24 Fed; 600; Ballard
v. McCluskey, 58 Fed. 880; 'Oval Wood Dish Co; v. Sl1ndyGreek, N.
Y.,W()od Mfg. Co., 60 Fed. 285. It is clear that, unless Bundy is
limite4t;to a key which is operated onl:r, by turning, and a key which
carrieBthe number of the workn1an only upon a projection upon its
side, and to an impression hammer oPerated only by a ward of a
key "aE: it is turned," the fourth claim of the patent is infringed

of the defendant. We find nothing in the old art
which Should liinitthechums in suit to the precise structure he has
described, or deprive the inventor of arell:sonaOle of the
dOoctrine 'of equivalents.. The Lane & Hill machine. nearly approxi-
mated a practical and successful time I'ecorder. But'the failure to
so arrange the combinationas that by the single act of operating the
key the work of aligning and printing and feeding might all be done
made. it. nn impra.etical· machine for the purposes for which such a
machine was useful. . The chi:tnge required in order to make a re-
corder operative by the act of turning a key may seem simple,
now that it has been done. But neither Haskell, nor Dey, nor Bundy
in his 1888 patent, succeeded in supplying the mechanism needed,
though they tried in different ways,· and although they had before
them all that the old watchman's clock art could teach, as wen as
aU that taught by Lane & Hill. Their ip"f'ntionswere useless, be-
cause they did not meet the conditions nnder which a workman's time
recorder must be used. .
Theingenuity of Bundy in his patent of 1891 lies in his key and

its functions as covered by his claims. Whether his key actuated
the feeding and printing mechanisms by being turned or pushed
is not of the essence of the invention. Pushing keys setting in mo-
tion bolts and other mechanism were old, and but the equivalent of
keys which did the same thing by turning. The only function of
the bit upon which the workman's number was embossed was to
carry that number into alignment with the time-recording type.
That bit actuated no mechanism. The same result was accomplish-
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'ed byptacing the workman's number upon the inner end of a key,
whic4 sets in motion other mechanism bypushillg of turn-
ing. Neither was it invention to cause the printing to be done by
pressing the type down upon the paper strip instel"td of pressing
the paper strip against the type. The one was the plain equivalent
of the other. Reece Buttonhole Mach. Co. v. Globe Buttonhole
Mach. Co., 10 C. C. A. 194,61 Fed. 958. That defendant's impression
mechanism is not in the form 01' shape of a hammer is of no conse-
quence unless the form itself is of the essence of the invention.
This it was not.
In Winans v. Denmead, 15 How. 330-342, the court, in uphold-

ing a claim which covered a railroad car made of sheet iron "in the
form of a frustum of a cone" against an infringer who had used
a different geometrical form without introducing any new mechan-
ical principle 01' mode of operation, 01' attaining any new result,
among other things, said:
"Undoubtedly there may be cases in which the letters patent do include only

the particular form described and claimed. Davis v. Palmer, 2 Brock. 30\), Fed.
Cas. No. 3,645, seelUs to have been one of those cases. But they are in entire
accordanc.'e with what is above stated. 'I'he reason why such a patent covers
only one geometrical form is not that the patentee has described and claimed
that form only; it is because that form only is capable of embodying his in-
vention; and, consequently, if the form is not copied, the invention is not used.
Where form and substance are inseparable, it is enough to look at the form
only. Where they are separable, where the whole substance of the invention
may be copied in a different form, it is the duty of courts and juries to look
through the form for the substance of the invention,-for that which entitled
the inventor to his patent, and which the patent was designed to secure. Where
that is found, there is an infringement; and it is not a defense that it is em-
bodied in a form not described, and in terms claimed by the patentee. Pat-
entees sometimes add to their claims an express declaration to the effect that
the claim extends to the thing patented. however its form or proportions may
be varied. But this is unnecessary. The law so interprets the claim without
the additio)l of these words. 'fhe exclusive right to the thing patented is not
secured if the public are at liberty to make substantial copies of it, varying its
form or proportions; and therefore the patentee, having described his invention,
and shown its principles, and claimed it in that form which most perfectly
embodies it, is, in eontemplation of law, deemed to claim every form in which
his invention may be copied, unless he manifests an intention to disclaim some
of those forms."

So, in Machine Co. v. Murphy, 97 U. S. 120-125, the court said:
"Except where form is of the essence of the inv(;ntion. it has but little weight

in the decision of such an issue; the correct rule being that. in determining the
question of infringement, the court or jury, as the case may be, are not to judge
of similarities or differences by the names of things, but are to look at the
machines, or their several devices or elements, in the light of what they do, or
what office or function they perform, and how they perforIll it, and to find
that one thing is substantially the same as another if it performs substantially
the same function in substantially the same manner, to obtain a like result,
always bearing in mind that deyices in a patented machine are different, in
the sense of the patent law. when they perform different functions, or in a
different way, or produce a substantially different result. ]\'01' is it safe to giye
much heed tQ the fact that the corresponding deYice in two machines, or-
ganized to accomplish the same result, are different in shape or form, one from
the other. as it is n"cessary in every special investigation to look at the mode of
operation, or the way the device works, and at the result, as well as at the
means by which the result is obtained."
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, We are not unaware of the principle that the mere fact that two
machinesprodnce the satne effect does n.ot establish that one is an
infringement of the other. If it were so, it would operate as an
admission that an inventor is entitled to patent his function. To
be an infringement, "the alleged infringer must have done some-
thing more than reach the same result. He must ,have reached it
by substantially the same or similar means, or the rule that the
function of a machine cannot be patented is of no practical value."
Westinghouse v. Power-Brake Co., 170 U. S. 569, 18 Sup. Ct. 723.
But, on the other hand, a charge of infringement is often made out.
though the letter of the claim be avoided. Machine Co. v. :Murphy,
H7 U. S. 120-125; Elizabeth v. Pavement Co., Id. 12G-137; Hoyt
v. Horne, 145 U. S. 302-308, 12 Sup. Ct. 922; Westinghouse v. Pow-
er-Brake Co., 170 U. S. 537, 538, 18 Sup. Ct. 707. That Bundy is
not, in a broad sense, a pioneer in this art, may be conceded.
Hut his invention was such as to mark a distinct step in the prog-
ress of the art. Indeed, his mechanism was the first successful
structure of its kind. To be entitled to the benefit of the doctrine
of equivalents, it is riot essential that the patent shall be for a
pioneer invention in the broad sense of that term. If his invention
is ,one which has markeq a decided step in the art, and has proven
of value to the pUblic, he will be entitled to the benefit of the rule
of equivalents, though not in so liberal a degree as if his invention
was of a primary eharacter. Justice Jackson, in )filler v.
:\lanufacturing Co., 151 U. S. 186, 207, 14 Sup. Ct. 310, 318, said,
"The range of equivalents depends upon the extent and nature
of the invention." The meritoriousness of an improvement depends
-First, upon the extent to which the former art taught or sug-
gested the step taken; and, second, upon the advance made in the
usefulness of the machine as improved. In McCormiek Harvesting
Mach. Co. v. C. Aultman & Co., 37 U. S. App. 299, 16 C. C. A. 259,
and 69 Fed. 371, this court said:
"·Whether he specifically claims in his patent the benefit of equivalents or

not, the law allows tbem to him according to the nature of his patent. If it
is a mere improvement on a successful machine, a mere tributary invention,
or a device the novelty of which is confined by the past art to tile llartieular
form shown, the range of tile equivalents is narrowly restricted. It is a pioneer
patent with a new result. The range is very wide. and is not restricted by tile
failure of tbe patentee to describe and claim combinations of equivalents.
Nothing will restrict the pioneer pati!ntee's rights in this regard save the use
of language In bls specifications and claims which permits no other reasonable'
construction than one attributing to the patentee a positive intention to limit
the scope of his invention in some partieular to the exact form of the device
he shows. and a consequent willingness to abandon to the public any other
form, should It be adopted and prove useful. Instances of such a limitation
may be found in Keystone Bridge Co. v. Phoenix Iron Co., 90 U. S. 274. and in
Brown v. Manufacturing Co., 6 U. S. App. 427, 16 U. S. App. 234. 6 C. C. A.
528, and 57 Fed. 731."

In the view we have of the step taken by Bundy, we think he is
entitled to protect his real invention by a reasonable application
of the rule of equivalents. We find in the structure of defendant
all the elements of Bundy's combination, or their mechanical equiv-
alents, combined in substantially the same way, and performing
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substantially the same functions, and producing identically the
same result as that effected by the same elements in Bundy's de-
vice.
Neither do we find anything in the proceedings in the patent

office which, properly understood, should limit him to either a
turning key or one carrying the operator's number on its bit. The
circuit court fell into error in assuming that claim 3 of Bundy's
patent was substituted for claim 2 of his original claims, the lat-
ter being canceled upon a reference to the patent of Lane & Hill.
Bundy's claims 1 and 2, as originally filed, were as follows:
"(1) In a time-recording apparatus, hour and minute wheels, a rotating key

provided with a number or character upon a bit thereof, to register the oper-
ators upon a strip, and an impression hammer. (2) In a time-recording appa-
ratus, the combination with the impression hammer of hour and minute regis-
tering wheels, a key inserted and turned to bring the number or character upon
the bit thereof into alignment with said wheels and a registering strip."

Claims 10 and 11 of his original application were as -follows:
"(10) .A. clock movement, hour and minute registering wheels, synchronous

mechanism actuating said wheels independently of each other and actuated by
the clock movement, and a key provided with a bit carrying numbers brought
into alignment with the hour and minute wheels by the turning of the key, a
registering strip and an impression hammer, in combination as set forth. (11)
A clock movement, hour and minute registering wheels, snychronous mechanism
actuating said wheels independently of each other and actuated by the clock
movement, a key provided with a bit carrying numbers brought into alignment
with the hour and minute wheels by turning of the key, a ward upon the key,
a registering strip, an impression hammer operated by mechanism actuated by
the' ward of said key as it is turned, in combination as set forth."

The other claims of his original application relate entirely to
different subjects, and have no effect in the construction of those
allowed and involved in this case. Claim 1 was rejected upon a
reference to the Bauer watchman clock patent, No. 305,882, and
because the elements were not claimed in combination. Claim 2
was rejected upon the statement that it was met in the Lane &
Hill patent, No. 210,788. Claims 10 and 11 were rejected because
it was "not seen that the wheels" are independent of each other,
as stated. Claim 1 was amended so as to read as follows:
"(I) In a time-recording apparatus, the combination with the bour and min-

ute wheels rotated synchronously with a clock movement of a key provided
with a number or character upon It bit thereof, to be rotated to record the num-
ber or character upon a strip, and an impression hammer."

In respect to the reference to Bauer, Bundy replied to the ruling
of the examiner that "the Bauer patent does not show the syn-
chronous hour and minute wheels, and consequently this imparts
novelty to the claim as l1mended." This claim, as amended, was
again rejected, the examiner ruling that "the claim now presented
is held to cover nothing patentable over what is shown in Bauer,
before cited." Claim 2 was amended by changing "registering"
to "recording," and again filed with the insistence that "this claim
is not anticipated by the Lane & Hill patent, 210,788, for the
reason that in that patent the key, when inserted, is in alignment
for the printing. :My device requires the turning of the key to
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specific lUi! ,to
the T.be.elai:1U, as amended, Wll,S ligain
upon the ground that "the second cliLim as met in Lane & Hill,be-
foregiven; ilfr vie:w of .tb.*l.factthat it ·doesnot:plake·an,y difference,
in a patentable flensej ",nether the key isturqed, as in Bauer, or
not turned,as in Lane & Hill." Claim 10 was amended by changing
"registering" to "recording," and by striking out the words "in-
dependently ·of each other," thus meeting the only objection made
to that claim. Olaim 11 was amended in the same way to meet
the same objection, and both 10 and 11, as t1»s amended, were
allowed as claims 3 and 4 of the patent as issued.
It will thus be seen that neither of the claims here involved

were ever r€jected upon a reference to either Bauer or Lane &
Hill, and were originally disallowed upon a grotlnd in no wise af-
fecting the question of infringement here' involved, and, as allowed,
include everything inchided as originally filed, except the clause
as to the independ€ntcharacter of the two recording wheels.
Both of these .claims as originally presented concluded with the
words, "in combination as set forth." Olaims 1 and 2, as ['ejected,
were manifestly unwarrantably broad claims. Neither contained
the limiting words, "in combination as set forth." Both were sub-
ject to a construction ,which would include a key as an
which had no other function than to carry the w.orkman's number
into alignment with the recording wheels. This was the construc-
tion placed upon the claims by the examiner.. Thus construed, it
was matter' of no in patentable sense;
whether such alignment was effected by a pushing or turning key,
and hence the aptness of the reference to BaueJ1 and Lane & Hill.
Both claims were snbject to a constrnction which would include
['ecording strip and impression mechanism actuated by mechanism
not set in motion by the operation of the key, but by a crank or
handle as in Lane & Hill. ' The effect to be attached'to the rejection
6f a claim' by the patent office was thoroughly considered by this
court in Thomas v. Spring 00., 47 U. S. App. 125-145, 23 C. O. A.
211, 221, and 77 Fed. 420, 430, and the generall11le stated to be
that, "when the patent office rejects a claim covering Ii certain de-
vice on its merits, and such rejection is acq»iesced in, and the
patent issnes, the applicant cannot afterwards be 'allowed a con-
strliction of the claims allowed wide enough 'to embrace the claim
which was rejected." Bundy was not requirM' to limit himself
to a "turning' key" in order to secur.e the allowance of his claims.
When he called attention to the fact that his device required the
turning when inserted "in order to bring the number
thereon into alignment," and then sought to. sustain claims which
would have included a device in which 'the feeding and printing
mechanism might be set in motion by some meanS independent of
the key, as in. Lane & Hill, the examiner disposed, of that distinc-
t'Lon by saying that "it made no difference, in l:tpatentable sense,
whether the key is turned as in Bauer, or not turned, as in Lane
& Hill." The essential difference between Lane & Hill and Bundy
was in the fact that Bundy's key actuated his printing and feed-
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ing mechanism, and also carried the operator's number into align-
ment with the type upon the type-recording wheels. The last
function is the only function of the so-called "key" of Lane & Hill,
the printing and feeding mechanism in that devic"I being set in mo-
tion by other and independent means. Now, whether Bundy's
key actuated his feeding and printing mechanism by being turned
or by being thrust is not of the essence of his invention at all,
and, to use the ruling of the patent office, "it makes no difference,
in a patentable sense, whether the key is turned as in Baner, or not
turned as in Lane & Hill." Bundy did not, therefore, surrender
every other mode of operating his key, and limit himself to a turn-
ing key, by any amendment which was forced upon him in the pat-
ent office. If he is limited to a turning key, and must stand
by and Bee his real invention robbed by the mere change in
the form of the key, whereby, by an inward thrust, it engages with
and actuates mechanisms for printing and feeding which are but
the equivalents of those actuated by his turning key, it must be the
result of a strict interpretation of his claims by reason of the Ian·
guage he has voluntarily employed in them. This, we have already
seen, is not the necessary legal result, and that he is entitled to
a reasonable equivalent for a turning key. To be estopped by the
action of the patent office, the patentee must be shown to have sur-
rendered something which he now claims in order to obtain that
which was allowed. That which he was required to surrender was
the broad claims included in his original claims, numbered 1 and
2. When we limit him to a mechanism in which his printing and
feeding devices are actuated by the operation of his key in the
hands of the operator, we have given to the rejection of those
claims every effect which is required.
'fhe third and fourth claims should, as a consequence of the

cancellation of claims 1 and 2, be so construed as not to include
the broad claims of the rejected application. But this we have
done independently of any effect resulting from the cancellation
of claims by the patent office, and we have construed both claims
3 and 4 as including a recording strip and impression hammer
actuated by mechanism set in motion by the operation of the key
in the hands of the operator. True, we have not limited Bundy
to impression mechanism in the shape or form of a hammer, nor
to a key operated only by turning or carrying the workman's num-
ber only on a projection upon its side. To have done so would
be to destroy his patent, and open his invention to the assaults of
those who, with only colorable changes, could avail themselves of
the very heart of his invention.
Complainant also owns the patent to Bauer of September 30,

1884, for a watchman's time detector, and it is claimed that de-
fendant's key infringes the fourth claim of that patent. Bauer's
patent expired July 26, 1896, the date of the expiration of his Eng-
lish patent. This bill was filed April 1896, and therefore before
the expiration of the patent. The fourth claim of Bauer is only
for a key and a key "for a time detector." It is expressly limited
to a key "having a bit or bits provided with projecting type to
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make the impression on the slip substantially as set forth." If
construed to cover a key which does not turn, and which carries
type only on the end of its stem, it would be anticipated by the
key in Lane & Hill. It must be limited to the key described, and,
as thus limited, defendant does not infringe.
The decree must be reversed as to the third and fourth claims of

the Bundy patent, and remanded, with directions to enter a decree
finding defendant guilty of infringement of those claims, and for
an injunction and an account. Appellee will pay the costs of this
appeal.

THE EDWARD L
(District Court, S. D. New York. May 5, 1899.)

COSTS IN ADMIRALTY-ACTION FOR COI,I,rSION-BoTH VESSELS IN FAULT.
Where, on a libel for collision, both vessels are held in fault, and, libel-

ant's vessel alone having been injured, no cross libel is filed, and libelant
recovers half his damages, each side will be allowed onu-half its taxable
costs.

In Admiralty. On application for taxation of costs.
Carpenter & Park, for libelant.
James J. Macklin, for r-espondent.
BROW'N, District Judge. In this case the libelant's vessel and

the claimants' vessel being both held in fault, the damages were direct-
ed to be divided.· The claimants' vessel was not injured by the col-
Lision, so that' there was no cross libel, nor any damages set up in the
answer. The libelant claims an allowance of half hi,s costs, without
taking into consideration the costs of the respondent The latter
contends that the practice in this district, in cases of mutual fault, is
that the costs of both sides shall be divided as well as the damages,-
the same as if a cross libel had been filed for the recovery of damages
to responde.nt's vessel.
The general subject was carefully reviewed by Blatchford, J., in

Vanderbilt v. Reynolds, 16 Blatchf. 80, Fed. Cas. No. 16,839, from which
it appears that in cases like the present, costs for the most part have
been either refused to each side, or else the costs of both have been
apportioned between them. The precise point afterwards arose be-
fore him on appeal in the Cl'lSe of The Warren, 25 Fed. 783,784, where
the libelant's vessel alone was damaged, but both being held in fault,
the ],ibelant recovered half damages; and on consideration it was held
that "the costs of both parties should have been equally apportioned,"
and both having appealed the same rule was also applied to the costs
of the appeal. It is nothleable, moreover, that in that decision, Mr.
Justice Blatchford construed the case of The America, 92 U. 8. 432,
438, as requiring the costs of both sides to be apportioned, and not the
costs of the libelant alone in cases like the present. The case of The
Warren was decided by Mr. Ji1lstice Blatchford in July, 1885, and the
practice in this court has since then been in accordance with that
decision. It was applied in the case of The Max Morris,24 Fed. 860,
where each side taxed one-half its costs, as appears on the face of the


